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T

he 60th anniversary of the MGB
and 30th anniversary of the RV8 run
was a great success. Congratulations to
Doug, Christine, and Chris on their
organization. Thanks also to the Motor
Museum for hosting the end of the
run.

The AGM/Christmas function is now
fully planned thanks to Sarah. This
should be a great social evening.
Details are in this Octagon and on the
website. Notification of the AGM and
Committee nomination forms are
available in an email sent by Doug and
will be also available at the November
By the time you read this report the
meeting. Please note the closing date
30th Safety Fast Run will have been
for nominations. Nominations from the
concluded. The way this event allows
floor can only be accepted if there are
us to get out and enjoy our cars, and
no nominations in writing received by
the company of others, is testament to
the closing date. ALL COMMITTEE
the enthusiasm and organization of the
POSTITIONS BECOME VACANT at the
Organizing Committees. Long may this
AGM. We have indications that the
run continue. Thanks to Terry and
existing committee will accept
Wanda for 15 years of leading the
nomination for their existing roles, but
committee. Good luck to Chris in
we are seeking nominations for Social
guiding future Safety Fast runs.
Events Coordinator (Tony is stepping
Some future events being planned for down) and Competition Coordinator
next year include the Centenary Event (Peter will nominate for Vice
for the MG marque. Rowena Williams President). I encourage all members to
nominate for all committee positions
is facilitating this joint club event.
Eddie Preston is organizing wildflowers regardless if the incumbent has
run next spring. Some information on renominated. It is not a closed shop.
the wildflowers run will appear
In closing I am sad to acknowledge the
elsewhere in the Octagon. Keep an eye
passing of three of our longstanding
out for details as they develop.
members Geoff Ward, Jim Clark and
Bernie Dorizzi. Our condolences to
Pat Shaw addressed the General
their respective partners and families.
Meeting on the upcoming Have A Go
Day. This is her second year organizing
Bring on Spring.
our participation in this activity. Thanks
Dave Hardie
to Pat for her organization and
4attracting new members to the club.

From the editor...
It’s been a little bit of a quiet month in
the club this month as those
participating in the Safety Fast Run
prepare for the event. I eagerly
anticipate the reports and images that
will be submitted from this run, which
promises to be another ripper!
Speaking of ripper runs, I had the
privilege of participating in the recce
run for the November MGA Register
Run last Sunday. My two brothers,
Peter and Brendon, plus Graham and
Moyra Mitchinson and I had a
wonderful run in beautiful weather
conditions to check out the roads and

the destination. I am happy
to report that this run was
most enjoyable and heartily
recommend that you keep your eye out
for the date of the run and come along
as it really is a lovely tour. The
hospitality and food quality (as well as
the coffee - thanks Graham!) were
extremely good.
Finally, please remember to keep those
articles coming in for the Octagon. I am
more than happy to help out editing
and formatting them. We would all
love to hear your MG stories!
Cheers,
Rob Hagarty

In this edition of the Octagon we have had several contributors who have taken
photographs or supplied articles that were used throughout the magazine.

Richard & Annette Gusterson, Eddie Preston, Tony Ford and Brian
Turner.

Thank you!
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Classic Mid-week Run
Thursday 13th October, 2022
Story: Richard Gusterson
Images: Annette Gusterson

W

hat a glorious run we
had on this occasion.
A clear blue sky with the sun shining
and just a very pleasant warm day.
Little wind - at last the perfect Spring
day we've been waiting for. 37 sports
cars met at Gingers Road House, ready
for the start. We had the usual mix of
makes and models including 14 MGs
from our Club.

promised a new venue for lunch and
something different to our usual
hotels.

When the "flag fell", we headed north
up the Great Northern Hwy, rather a
straight forward travel section,
eventually making our way to Gingin
for the "halfway comfort break". We
parked at the reserve used for the
British Car Day, which is looking more
Stringy Bark Winery at Chittering was
and more attractive now, with all the
the venue, in a very rural setting. The
improvements carried out by Gingin
set lunch was a traditional pork roast
Council.
followed by apple crumble. The winery
Now armed with the second part of
must be complimented for not only
the route map we headed off, by
the quality of the food but also the
comparison, through very attractive
very efficient speed and manner it was
country and great driving roads, taking served to that many people.
us towards Chittering. At one point we
had to pull over, virtually off the road, Overall a very enjoyable day - well
for an oversize load coming the other done Arthur and Sandra and Stringy
way. These mining machines are just Bark Winery.
getting bigger and bigger.
6
Arthur
and Sandra Wallis had
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Reprinted from ‘Autocar’
16 October 1953
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Coalfields 500
October 1st & 2nd 2022
Story & Images : Tony Ford

T

he Vintage Sports Car Club of
WA held the annual Coalfields
500 race and regularity event
at the Collie Motorplex over
the first weekend in October. The race
events were for the Formula Classic
open wheelers, the Excel Cup series and
Historic Touring Cars. The four
Regularity fields comprised historic
groups being Group S production sports
cars (MGBs, Austin Healey Sprite,
Triumph TR4 and TR7/8s, Alfa Romeo
GTV, Porsche 911s and sundry others
including clubmans and – improbably Dick Ward’s rotary powered Fiat
Bambino special), Group N sedans in
two classes (under 3 litres capacity Minis, Escorts and Cortinas; and over 3
litre capacity – Porsche 911, Falcon GTs,
Holden Monaros, Chev Camaro) and the
‘catch-all’ Group JKLM (including
historic racing specials ranging from two
1926/27 Salmsons to a 1960 Peugeot,
along with two MGTCs). A Modern
Regularity field of Toyota 86, Subaru
BRZ and Mitsubishi Evos joined the
Group N (over 3 litre) class.

MGTCs.
I drove down on Friday, top off as it was
a glorious day, before the weekend
event to participate in an optional
practice session organised by Collie
Motorplex on the 2.55km ‘long circuit’.
The extended circuit had not been built
when I last drove at Collie and it is a
ripper drive! I was sent out in a group
of cars that included some Hyundai
Excels that were competing for the
Excel Cup on the weekend. Circuit Excel
Racing is a popular cost-effective circuit
racing category that uses the Hyundai
Excel model X3 built between 1994 and
2000 as a strictly controlled class. The
cars are essentially standard with few
modifications allowed and this results in
close racing – and they are surprisingly
quick!

Saturday turned out to be a perfect day
for motorsport, being cool and partly
cloudy. I had arrived at the Motorplex
just in time for the Drivers’ Briefing,
having inextricably missed a turnoff on
the Collie-Mcalinden road and driven
The MG marque was represented by
some 20km further before realising (in a
myself in an MGB (driven to and from
“we’re not in Kansas anymore Toto”
Perth for the event, one of very few
moment) that I was on the wrong road.
historic competitors to do so - most
At least it was a scenic diversion and
trailered their cars to Collie), Len Kidd in the rapid return to the missed turnoff
his blue MGB MkII and Mike Sherrell
blew out any remaining cobwebs from
and
Ed
Floate
in
their
supercharged
both engine and driver!
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At the Drivers’ Briefing, the Clerk of
Course spelt out the dire consequences
of any competitor falling off the track
and spraying gravel on the racing
surface. It must have been effective, as
over the weekend few drivers strayed
from the black stuff. The Saturday
morning practice/qualifying sessions
and afternoon
race/regularity events proceeded with
few incidents and there was good
camaraderie among the drivers in the
pits. Minor issues by some competitors
with engine tuning and fuel leakage
(not a good thing on a racetrack!) were
sorted with much advice and help given
freely. There was, of course, much
discussion over the relative merits of
various vehicle marques and models.

knew?

Unfortunately, I found when darkness
fell that my short 1.5km journey from
motel to dinner (and subsequent
return) would be slow and cautious
along the backstreets of Collie, as the
B’s headlights failed to show any signs
of life. At least the sidelights worked!
Lucas, Prince of Darkness…
Overnight, it rained. This was a tad

unfortunate as I only had the tonneau
cover on the B and it is hardly
weatherproof, having holes where the
rollbar used to be. However, the good
thing about the B being a competition
car is that a little water inside the car
hardly matters. At 6am I belatedly
erected the soft top after draining the
water off the tonneau.
Ed and Mike invited me to join them
and Dick Ward for dinner that night at
the Federal Hotel in Collie. The place
was buzzing with most tables full of
happy diners. Apparently the previous
night it was even more packed. Who

The Sunday race/regularity events
went almost without a hitch and
indeed proceeded ahead of schedule.
My regularity group had a restart on
one of our three events scheduled for
15

the day, as a Porsche 356 had stopped
at an inappropriate place on the circuit
and refused to proceed any further.
This was a good thing as it meant that
we had even more track time. The
track was dry apart from one corner
which had a puddle left over from the
rain – this eventually dissipated, helped
rather dramatically by the TR7/8 in
front of me driving straight through it
which caused his electrics to falter and
me to pass him.

16

All in all, it was an enjoyable weekend
and, though the 2 ½ hour drive home
was a bit tedious, the B performed
admirably at all times.
The VSCC Vintage Stampede on 4th
December will be held at Collie
Motorplex rather than at Wanneroo
Raceway and should also be a great
event. Perhaps we might have a few
more Club members attend this one?
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T

he competition season draws
to a close for 2022 at the end
of October, with the calendar
running from 1st November to
31st October each year. It’s been a
decent year with plenty of events each
month, giving our members lots of
opportunities to test theirs and their
car’s abilities. It was a shame that the
Northam events didn’t go ahead earlier
this year, with the hope that they may
be re-arranged for later on, alas this
wasn’t to be. This was the only
downside to the whole year.
I reported on the Jaguar Regularity
Track Day from September in the last
edition, minus results. Unfortunately,
the results weren’t published, so we’ll
never know just how well my ZST ran
that day. Still, it was a great event and
we look forward to three more next
year (usually March, June and
September).
October this year is one of the actionpacked months, with a couple of
events taking part early in the month,
the most prestigious being the Collie
Coalfields 500, which our very own
Tony Ford took part (article
elsewhere).
There was a couple of
18

Tarmac Sportz events too, on the 2nd
and 21st. As far as I’m aware, none of
our members took part, but if you did,
please let us know all about it.
Post submission of this article, the
following events are due to take place:
State Motorkhana Round 5 – 23rd
October – Wanneroo Raceway Pit area.
At least four of our members are due
to take part.
Joondalup Festival of Motoring Street
Circuit Sprint – 30th October – At least
three of our members are due to take
part.
I’m looking forward to hearing all
about these events. The later of which
clashes with the Safety Fast weekend.
I’m hoping that they run this event in
future years and that a clash can be
avoided.
November Events:
Tarmac Sportz Time Challenge –
Saturday 5th November – Wanneroo
Raceway – all event info on WASCC
website
December Events:
Vintage Stampede Regularity at Collie
Raceway – Friday 2nd December to

Sunday 4th December. Practice on
Friday, with the main event taking part
on the Sunday. Updates have been sent
out, but event entry information was
not available at the time this article was
submitted.

As always, keep us informed about
events that you hear of, that we
haven’t promoted. Likewise, if you take
part in any event, it would be great to
hear about your experiences.
Here’s to a rapid and fun November.

Hill Climb at Jack’s Hill – Sunday 4th
December – Organised by the TSOA.
Event information will be sent out
closer to the time.
The competition secretary role is still
up for grabs for 2023. If you are
interested or would like to know more
about it, please let me know. It is an
interesting and fulfilling role.
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Vale - Jim Clark
By Richard Gusterson
It is with much sadness to reflect on
the passing of Jim Clark on 27th
September 2022. To Carol his wife, we
do offer our very sincere thoughts,
support and condolences.

Jim and Carol attended an amazing 42
events/meetings! Outstanding support
and contribution to the club.

Jim always enjoyed a one on one
conversation, quietly spoken but
Jim was a member for 14 years, having quietly able to present any positive
joined on 16th October 2008. He loved point he may have had.
mechanical things. His number one
He will be sadly missed but long
hobby and passion in earlier years was remembered....................
historic motor bikes, including
(Carol messaged recently and wanted,
competitive riding. In that time, even
on behalf of the Clark family, to thank
owned a Morgan which had a trailer for
club members for their sympathy and
his historic motorbike! He was a very
condolences, and for supporting her
popular member of an Historic
family at Jim's funeral.
Motorcycling Club. Jim was builder by
trade. He also had special skills in both
She went on to say that for 14 years as
drawing and woodwork. Later in life, he
club members they have both enjoyed
turned to MGs and thoroughly enjoyed
the wonderful friendships made and
his Jay Blue MGB with Carol at his side.
the events and runs put on by the club.
In character, a perfect quiet gentleman
– ed)
and an amazing supporter of our club
activities. Since the beginning of 2018
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On the Net
Interesting sites to visit to while away some time!
MGBs at the 2022 Goodwood Revival
In 2022 the Lavant Cup was a race
exclusively for MGBs. This one-make race
pitted a field of one of the most popular
classic cars in the world against each other
in a fierce 25 minute battle.

MGA - Romantic’s Race Car
Sam Smith explores what makes the MG
MGA such a beloved classic, and how it
balances a race car’s prowess with a
romantic’s eye for beauty.

MG TD First wash in 34 years!
‘Maggie’ the MG TD is taken from the barn
she has been living in since 1988 and given
her first wash in decades.

This month we discover the
‘North Brede Motors’ trophy that
was awarded to the overall
winner of the annual MG Car
Club of WA Concours d’elegance
from 1967 to 1978.
Some of the members who have

won this trophy are:
1967 - Harry Baker - MGB UNY66
1972 - Jim Ridgewell - MGB
UBM320
1975 - A Fairweather - MGA 1600
Mk2 XGW454
1978 - Colin Cleaver - MGA Twin
Cam 562 GUR.
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This month we have a look at how to
maintain your SU H or HS type
carburettors.
The SU carb is frequently criticised as
being hard to tune and always needs
fiddling with. If you have found that
they need constant tuning then they
weren't set up properly in the first
place.
The SU fitted up to approx. 1972 was of
the H or HS type. H type for MGs up to
and including the MGA. HS2 for
Midget, HS4 for MGB and HS6 for MGC.
(The number denotes the size in 1/8"
steps from V. i.e.: H4 = 1 ½.) The HIF
type was fitted from about 1973. These
have the float bowl underneath. The
choke is a barrel that turns and opens
up a tapered groove to allow more fuel
to feed into the motor after the piston
and before the butterfly. The O ring on
this barrel rots with age and our
fantastic new petrol. If this happens
fuel can leak past causing excessive fuel
consumption.

jet up as far as possible and with the jet
block, just loose lift the piston up and
down to centralise the jet and then
tighten the jet block. Check again that
the needle is not sticking in the jet.
Refit the spring and adjusting nut and
check centralising again. Incorrectly
centred jets wear the jet and needle
very quickly. This results in an incorrect
mixture - usually over-rich at idle.
The HIF type is more difficult to tune as
the jet adjuster has a bi-metallic strip in
it and is therefore affected by the
under-bonnet heat. That means that
setting the mixture with the bonnet
open, the engine hot and the carbs cold
results in a mixture that is far too lean
when the bonnet is closed and
everything gets superheated in a traffic
jam. One indication that the mixture is
too lean is a LOT of choke and hard
starting when completely cold. So to
get the best results close the bonnet
and go for a drive for about 10 mins
and then set the mixture. On the late
models, the running changes
dramatically when the electric fan
comes on if the mixture is way out.

H4 and HS4 types had an adjustable jet
block to centralise the jet. The
workshop manual gives a description of
how to do this but doesn't say that the
jet adjusting nut and spring need to
removed and the jet refitted for this
Of course, it is a waste of time doing
operation to work properly. Hold the
any tuning if you don't have an air flow
22

with the throttle open a bit to 2000
rpm as well as at idle. The first ½" of
choke travel is for the fast idle and the
mechanism should be adjusted to
achieve this. Check the airflow when
doing this too. When the mixture is
correct the jet is usually about 1 - 2 mm
down the tube. If it is much above the
jet block then either the jet or needle
or both are worn. The HIF and the very
last of the HS type had a floating needle
to overcome bad mechanics not being
able to set them correctly. This was/is a
good idea except that the constant
rubbing of the needle in the jet wears
the jet badly, especially with around
town motoring. To check for wear use a
magnifying glass. There is a small
chamfer around the top of the jet and if
worn, this will not be there on the

manifold side of the jet hole. The jet
usually lasts about 70,000 miles of
around town use. The HS4 type suffer
almost no wear if centralised correctly
as my MGB GT has done 260,000 miles
on the original jets and needles.
I don't have any explanation for it and
two carb service shops I have queried
haven't had any problems, but I have
found that the 'Fuelmiser' after market
jets will not tune properly in the HS4
carbs. A very bad flat spot just above
idle could only be cured by the
replacement of these jets with
GENUINE SU parts.
Reprinted with kind permission from
the MG Car Club of New Zealand
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Vale - Geoff Ward
By Richard Gusterson
It is with much sadness to reflect on the
passing of Geoff Ward on 20th
September 2022. Geoff was born 15th
April 1938 and very importantly was a
founder member of the Club in 1963
when he recalled meetings were held in
the old rowing clubrooms at the bottom
of Barrack Street! He held membership
No 112 and more recently was granted
Honorary Membership. In later years,
owned and enjoyed a white 1970 MGB.
Geoff and his wife Erica, very keen MG
people and always strong supporters of
the club and it's activities. Amongst

Geoff's contributions and support was his
influence in the formation of our
"Southern Chapter" for those members
living in, or south the Mandurah area.
Today the Chapter has over 30 active
club members and runs it's own local
activity program, due to distance from
Perth.
May I quote the attribute to Geoff from
Erica in the West Australian - "A life
richly lived. So many memories to
treasure"
Geoff will be sadly missed and long
remembered.

Vale - Bernie Dorizzi
By Richard Gusterson
With a lot sadness we do all reflect on the
passing of Bernie Dorizzi. Friendliness is to be
found throughout our club, whether members
are new or long term and Bernie, with his wife
Pam, are the perfect long term examples.
Bernie joined the club in 1999.

Bernie hailed from Toodyay and later from
Northam before settling in Perth with Pam and
were together, when they were 18 years and
15 respectively. A very devoted couple.
Bernie's 2nd love was his 1968 red MGB, which
is a very special example. His nickname from
close friends was "Mr Chrome". At any MG
displays, with the bonnet up, the origins of the
nickname were very clear! There was little left
in the engine bay which could still be chromed!
It was a unique example which always drew a
crowd of admirers, whether members or
spectators. Bernie was absolutely meticulous in
keeping the "B" in nothing short of showroom
condition.

A great supporter of the club and its events,
totalling 46 since February 2017. (Being just
the period we have in online records).
Bernie, may you rest in peace. Memories of
you will long be remembered.
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All Club members are welcome to
participate in these social events. As
they are listed on the Club’s events
calendar, your concessionally
registered car can be driven to, from
and during each event. Cars licensed
under the Concessions for Classics
(C4C) scheme are required to record
their participation as a club event in
their vehicle run log.

a venue to be advised to members by
email. Join the usual collection of assorted
MGs, Austin Healeys, Jaguars, Triumphs,
Aston Martins and sundry classic cars for a
pleasant drive and a convivial lunch.
Contact is Richard Gusterson
(richgus@bigpond.com).

Classic Midweek Run – Thursday 10th
November
The November Classic Midweek Run will
meet at 10:00am for a 10:30am start from

Nog’n’Natter – Tuesday 15th November
The monthly Nog’n’Natter will be held on
Tuesday 15th November, meeting 7:30pm
for an 8:00pm start, at the Clubrooms.

Another Ladies Very Social Run is being
held on Sunday 13th November, meeting at
the Clubrooms at 9:00am for a 9:15am
start, then a leisurely drive to a number of
Seniors Recreation Council ‘Have a Go
interesting locations for shopping, coffee
Day’ – Wednesday 9th November
and lunch. Ladies are free to drive
Once again we have been invited to put on whichever car (MG or not) they desire or
a display for the annual “Have a Go Day”
share a car. Enquiries to Alley Mulcahy on
on Wednesday 9th November at Burswood email aemulcahy@hotmail.com or mobile
Park. The static display is always popular
0458 821 882.See photos
with the visitors (mostly seniors) and we
do our best to make it as pleasurable as
Southern Chapter: Social Events Planning
possible for all concerned. Please contact Meeting – Sunday 13th November
the Club display organiser Pat Shaw at
The Southern Chapter is having a Social
email apms@westnet.com.au if you are
Events Planning Meeting on Sunday 13th
willing to display your MG.
November, commencing at 10:30am at
Colin and Dot Eastick’s home, 10 Edenhope
Cars must be in position no later than
Rd, Australind (off Paris Rd, Kingston Dr,
8:30am and can leave at 3:00pm. As the
Sherwood Rd, Edenhope Rd). This is an
day is for pedestrians, there must be no
informal meeting to map out the Southern
movement of vehicles from 9:00am
Chapter’s social events for the 2023
onwards. Our members always have an
calendar. Everyone is welcome, please
enjoyable day and usually bring a picnic or bring your ideas! Please advise Ted Mullins
buy food from the stalls. There are also
on mobile 0419 925 632 or email
plenty of activities to interest us.
robynted01@hotmail.com if attending.
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A convivial gathering over supper
will follow a short briefing on Club
matters and events by Committee
members.

Geographe Museum Display –
Sunday 27th November
The Southern Chapter is
participating in the Bunbury
Geographe Motor Museum’s
MGA Register Run – Sunday 20th
monthly ‘Carbies N Coffee’ event on
November
Sunday 27th November 2022 and
The MGA Register will be hosting a will be displaying their MGs in the
lunch run commencing from the car adjacent car park at 21 Wellington
park at the rear of McDonalds in
Street in Bunbury from 9:00am to
Midland (cnr Great Eastern Hwy &
11:00am. This is a free event
Lloyd St), meeting at 9:00am for a
outside, museum entry fees apply.
9:30am departure, providing the
There will be a coffee van on-site.
opportunity for a coffee and chat
Contact is Ted Mullins on mobile
prior to leaving.
0419 925 632 or email
robynted01@hotmail.com.
After leaving McDonalds, we will
travel in convoy along a very
ADVANCE NOTICE
pleasant scenic route. The total run Midweek Brunch Run – Thursday
length will be around 73km (45
1st December
miles) and should take around 1 ½
A Midweek Brunch Run will be held
hours, arriving at Avocados
on Thursday 1st December, details
Restaurant at 11:00am for an early will be emailed to members when
lunch.
known.
To ensure sufficient seats are
reserved, please advise your
attendance no later than Friday 11th
November to organiser Peter
Hagarty (email
pjhagarty@tpg.com.au). Any
questions, please email or call Peter
on 0413 569 359.
Southern Chapter: Bunbury

Club AGM, Awards Night and
Christmas Dinner – Tuesday 6th
December
The Club’s Annual General Meeting
and Nog’n’Natter will be held at the
Stirling Arms Hotel in James St
Guildford on Tuesday 6th
December, commencing at 6pm.
The President’s Annual Report and
the Club’s financial
27

statements will be presented,
followed by election of the
management committee members
for 2023. The Club’s Annual Awards
will also be presented.

The Southern Chapter will be
celebrating Christmas with lunch at
the Sanctuary Golf Resort, 105 Old
Coast Rd, Pelican Point (Bunbury) on
Sunday 11th December 2022,
meeting at 12:00pm. For venue
The Club is subsidizing the cost of
booking purposes, please advise if
the Christmas Dinner, which will be attending by Thursday 8th
$40 per head for a set 3 course meal December 2022 to Ted Mullins on
including tea/coffee. Drinks are at mobile 0419 925 632 or email
bar prices. Payment must be made robynted01@hotmail.com
by 18th November and details are in
the poster elsewhere in this
Octagon.
Southern Chapter: Christmas Lunch
– Sunday 11th December
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The club is once again calling for volunteers to help
our catering coordinator at General Meetings.
This is a fairly easy role and only requires the
volunteer to purchase some hot and cold snacks
for the members to enjoy for supper.
Costs of food is reimbursed and assistance will be
provide to make the role as easy as possible.
We are seeking volunteers to help out starting in the new year.
Interested? Please contact Christine Bush and let her know when you can help!

Members who own vehicles registered under the Department of Transport
(WA) Concessional Licence Codes 404 or C4C please note that your MG Car
Club of WA membership fees MUST be paid in full no later than December 31st
2022 for your concessional vehicle licence to remain valid.
It is a requirement under this licencing code for the club to inform the DoT
when any member who accesses the 404 or C4C concessional licencing
schemes through their MG Car Club membership is no longer a financial
member of the club. Officially, this occurs when a member does not pay their
annual membership dues on or before December 31st of each year.

REMEMBER - YOUR 404 OR C4C REGISTERED CAR WILL BE CONSIDERED
UNREGISTERED SHOULD YOU NOT PAY YOUR MEMBERSHIP DUES BY
DECEMBER 31st!
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bfturner@iinet.net.au
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An MGA at the Mille Miglia Part 2
Reproduced with permission from the MG Car Club UK
By John Gautrey
Photos by Fabian Galucci

I

t is in the Fiera that the final
paperwork is completed and the
cars pass through scrutineering.
As co-driver it is my job to
diligently go through the “Road Books”
with the details of the route and of all
the special stages that must be
completed along the way. This requires
me to enter the times and distances of
each of the stages into the timing
computer as it is in this detail that our
success or failure depends.

which would soon become normal) and
I was rapidly feeling a bit
overwhelmed. When the flag dropped
and we were off, it took several
minutes before I remembered that my
job was to ensure that Steve stayed on
the road and stayed on the route.
Day 1 and Day 2 of the 2016 event
were unfortunately rather wet as we
had a lot of rain, which somewhat took

The eventual winner will be the car
that most closely meets the
exigent targets set by the
organisers. However, there is one
factor in this over which we have
no control. Each entrant is given a
coefficient (a handicap) based on
the age of the vehicle which
practically ensures that the winner
will be a pre-war car.
When the moment finally arrived for
us to pull up to the start on the Viale
Venezia in Brescia in 2016 I was truly
‘pumped’. The huge crowd
surrounding the start was something
which I had never remotely imagined
or experienced. There were
photographers everywhere (something
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the edge off of the experience as we
were obliged to run with the
windscreen, wipers and the hood.
However, Day 3 out of Rome was
brilliant, made even more so for me
when Steve handed me the driving
duties. I was a little nervous, UPO is a
very valuable car, but I soon settled
down and began to drive with

confidence.

For 2017 I was much better
prepared for the challenge. UPO
The route north from Rome passes had benefitted from an engine refit
through some of the most famous which had it set up much more in
of all the Italian cities including
tune with the requirements for an
Florence and Siena. It also passes
endurance event. The weather for
through the beautiful Tuscan
the start was splendid and the car
countryside where, even in the car, looked fabulous as we left the start
the smell of the wild flowers is very for the, relatively short first day’s
apparent. Our 2016 adventure did drive to Padova. We had no
problems but the support crew
did not fare so well. The clutch
failed on their rental vehicle and
they were left way back,
scrambling to find alternative
transport late in the evening.
This they achieved only to have
the new vehicle with all the
spares and tools towed away
overnight for being illegally
parked.
not end well. A mere five kilometres
from our much-anticipated lap of
With no lap around Monza, the
Monza, and just 50 from the finish 2017 route was not quite as
line, the car rolled to a halt. We
interesting as 2016. What was
were forced to abandon the rest of interesting was our arrival in Rome.
the event and return to the Fiera
Approaching the city, we could see
with the car on the trailer.
a storm approaching. The rain
began to fall and here we were in
When Chris stripped the car back at an open car with no roof or
Egham, it was found that the
windscreen to speak of. I soon had a
crankshaft had sheared. Chris did
vision of us sitting in a Tyrolite
his magic and a couple of weeks
Green bathtub with water up to our
later the car was competing again in waists.
Le Touquet, France.
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With visibility reduced to almost zero
we had no choice but to stop and call
up the crew to fit the roof, after which
it was pointless to continue to the
finish line for the day so we headed for
the hotel for the night. The organisers,
recognising that many entrants had
been affected by the weather, chose
not to award penalty points to those
who missed the finish; thank goodness,
as we had been doing quite well up to
that time.
Steve gave me the great honour of
driving the last leg of the 2017 event
up to the ceremonial finish line in
Brescia. I am sure that the grin on
my face graces many of the
photographs taken at that time.
Together with the crew, and in the
company of Nicolo Menegolli of
the Italian MG Car Club, we were
able to celebrate our achievement
in some style.

I was really looking forward to the
2018 event as the Monza circuit
was back in the route, which
brought with it the chance to exorcise
the demons of our near miss in 2016.
For 2018 we were given a race number
of 419 which meant that we would be
starting and finishing each day rather
too close to the back of the pack of 450
entrants. I must also say that, after the
two previous years, I have realised that
the routes for the first two days are the
least interesting and more or less
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unchanged from 2016 and 2017.
It was therefore good to get into Rome
on time and get that all behind us with
no major incidents – unless you want
to call some frantic braking on the red
carpet in Arezzo which left the crowd
laughing as the carpet rolled up
beneath our wheels and the organisers
scrambling to get it fixed before the
rest of the cars arrived. Steve is still
waiting for some wag to post the video
on YouTube!
Day 3 dawned bright and sunny and
full of hope which was quickly

shattered when, due to a navigational
error (GUILTY) we missed a critical turn
leaving Rome, which saw us having to
travel 20kms out and 20 back along the
autostrada to regain the route. We
were now well behind the pack and
knew we were in for a big penalty.
Steve drove with some purpose to
recoup as much time as possible but it
was a good while before we caught up

with the other event cars.

kiss in appreciation of its success.

I made a similar error entering
Milan on Day 4, but with the aid of
GPS and the help of the locals we
quickly got back on track and made
it to the Milan control without
penalty. I was overjoyed when we
pulled into the gates at Monza and
were ushered out on to the track.
We knew we would not be able to
drive as quickly as we would like,
thanks to the time trials throughout
the circuit. However, some of them
were a good distance apart and
Steve was able to get the foot down
for a while; the trick being to enjoy
a quick drive and hold up just
before the timing hose.

Once again I was given the honour
of driving to the ceremonial finish
line, an experience I was able to
share with Chris Redfern who took
Steve’s place in the car. The smile
on his face as we were given the
chequered flag was something to
behold and just reward for his
efforts maintaining the car. As a
bonus, he kept the magnum of fine
wine which had been presented to
us

As I think back on the wonderful
experiences of three times
participating in the re-enactment of
the historic Mille Miglia, many
things come to mind. The crowds
After a good lunch at Monza, the
along the way, the support (and
remainder of the route was more or encouragement) of the Italian police
less a procession to the finish in
assigned to the event, the lack of
Brescia. As usual it was chaos as we food and sleep, the smell of the wild
approached the Viale Venezia, with flowers as we drove through
the crowds all pressing in to get a
Tuscany, the many beautiful old
good look at the cars. Like most of towns and cities through which we
the competitors we turned off the passed and, of course, the company
engine and slowly pushed the car
of an old friend without whom this
towards the finishing ramp. The
would not have been possible.
upside to this was the opportunity
to raise a glass (just one!) to the
There are some things around the
team and ourselves for making it
event that I think could be improved
safely to the end. Furthermore,
upon, but it would be trivial to
Chris also gave the car its traditional criticise. After all, getting 450 cars
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with 900 participants plus all the
support crews, marshals and
officials safely around Italy must
take an awful lot of dedication and
work, before, during and after.

thank the car, the little MGA, UPO
929, for providing such a wonderful
experience. As a one-time TR3A
driver (and Frogeye Sprite as well) I
can easily see how the nimble,
delightful-to-drive MGA was every
My profound thanks go to Steve for
bit as competitive in those bygone
giving me such an opportunity. It
days.
was a privilege to have been able to
compete with him in the Mille
In thanking the car I must also thank
Miglia. In case you think that’s my
the crew who so cheerfully and
view alone, Steve assures me that
he believes exactly the same, even
after all the times he has taken part.
I am sure he will continue to
participate, as he can with a real
MM veteran car and as long as he
feels fit enough to do it. Who
knows, perhaps he will need my
support again in which case he will
certainly get a positive answer!
Last but not at all least, I want to
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keenly supported our venture.
Anthony, Kevin and perhaps most
valuable, Chris, who has put all his
experience and love into the car
over the last few years. To see
Chris’s delight, or concern, rise and
fall throughout the event as the
various trials, tribulations and
successes came and went is to
understand the meaning of the
words ‘enthusiasm’ and
‘dedication’. Those attributes
cannot be bottled.

MGs in the Dolomites have contacted the club asking for members to consider
registering for this event in 2023, when it celebrates its 10 anniversary! This
event attracts participants from all over the world and being the 10th
anniversary, there will be special raffles and a dance show!

The organiser, Christian, has visited us here in Perth in the past and we receive
regular event newsletters from him also.
The link below takes you to the event page which has a request for information
form.
https://classicteam.info/en/event/2023-mgs-in-the-dolomites-en/ 39
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Do you have special dietary requirements? Please contact the club and let Chris
know and we will arrange with the caterers to provide a suitable meal!
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Dalwallinu Wildflower Tour
September 2023
THE ABOVE THREE DAY TOUR IS PROPOSED FOR SEPTEMBER NEXT YEAR. THIS
IS A VERY BUSY TIME OF YEAR, BEING THE WILD FLOWER SEASON. THE DETAILS
BELOW ARE AVAILABLE NOW. IT IS THEREFORE SUGGESTED THAT IF YOU HAVE
INTENTIONS OF PARTICIPATING IN THIS CLUB EVENT THAT YOU BOOK ASAP TO
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT. THIS IS PARTLY A D.I.Y & B.Y.O. EVENT THEREFORE
WHEN BOOKING AT THE OLD CONVENT YOU EXPRESS YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO
AVOID SITTING DOWN TO AN EMPTY DINNER PLATE & WINE GLASS!
N.B. PLEASE CONFIRM WHEN YOU HAVE BOOKED TO EDDIE PRESTON
prest100@iinet.net.au so that a tally can be kept of participants. Further
details of Start Point, Routes etc will be given nearer the time.
Arrive Wednesday 13th to Friday 15th September optional 16th

Main Venue The Old Convent Dalwallinu.

Website www.theoldconventdalwallinu.com.au
Email admin@theoldconventdalwallinu.com.au Tel. Kirsty 9661
1551 for all enquiries including dietary requirements and bookings.

Rates from $130 to $160. (mention MGCC to receive 10% discount –
Please book only direct by phone or email NOT on the various
websites). 28 rooms (ensuite, share & Chalets) Book before 1st June
2023. Cancelation over 48 hours for no cancellation fee.
Buffet for Wednesday and BBQ pack for Thursday. $30 per head. Nonresidents included. Max 50/60 people.
Continental breakfast included. Cooked breakfast $20 but minimum 10
people.
Packed picnic lunch $15.
Day wild flower bus tour including morning tea & picnic lunch $55
minimum 10 people.
BYO Grog. (Available Thirsty Camel Bottle shop, Dalwallinu Hotel) No
corkage. Fridge facilities in restaurant, including your bedroom fridge.
Swimming Pool.
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Wild Flower information board.

Over-spill Venues N.B. 2022 prices & subject to change 2023.
1. The Wheatland Motel. 30 rooms. www.wheatlandhotel.com.au Julian 9661 1600 All
enquiries.
Rates $150 to $185. No Cancellation fee if one week prior.
2. The Dalwallinu Hotel. 9661 1102. 18 rooms. From $85 (share) $120 (ensuite).
General Tourist Information.
1.

Dalwallinu Discovery Centre. www.dalwallinu.wa.gov.au 9661 1805
2.

Wongan Hills Discovery Centre. www.wongantourism.com.au 9671 1973

BOOKING CHECK LIST FOR THE OLD CONVENT
1. Book room type and dates.
2. Bus tour if required.
3. BBQ & Buffet evenings and any dietary requirements. (This is also applicable
if staying elsewhere)
4. Picnic lunch
5. Cooked breakfast
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Please note:- The general meeting minutes are approved by the committee and will
be ratified at the next general meeting.
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*** Income and expenditure available upon request ***
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Competition Events

Social Events

All calendar events correct at time of publication.
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Advertisements in the Octagon are free for MG Car Club of WA members. A small fee is charged
for non members to advertise in the Octagon.
Advertisements should be sent to octagon@westnet.com.au. They should include a brief
description of the item for sale or wanted and an image smaller than 1Mb in size.
Please note:- Advertisements are removed after three editions unless instructed otherwise.

FOR SALE

MGA Mk1 1600

1960
MGA 1960 MK1 1600 in good running order.

CONCESSIONAL VEHICLE LICENCES
Manocher

0424048766

manocher017@gmail.com

FOR SALE

$750
$46
500

Wheels and Tyres

A set of 4.5 inch x 14 wire chrome wheels, 2 rear great condition,
front two reasonable, also 4 x 165/80 x 14 Vredestein tyres only
done approximately 10,000 km.

$680
$750

Wayne 0427774611 Wayne.McCulloch@multotec.com.au
FOR SALE

Various MG Midget 1500 Parts

I have a quantity of surplus MG Midget 1500 parts. Light to body

CONCESSIONAL
VEHICLE
LICENCES
gaskets, seals, manifold
clamp, pedal
rubbers, pedal box cover
plate, bushes, driving lights, switch gear and more.

Roger Spiers roger.steven.spiers@gmail.com 0478 783 785

$750
Negotiable

The deadline for advertisements to be received for them to appear in the December edition of
the Octagon is THURSDAY NOVEMBER 24th.
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MGC GT

FOR SALE
89546

Albury NSW

Factory fitted electronic over drive. 5 brand new tyres. Rear Suspension has been changed to Telescopic Shocks to greatly improve the handling. No accident damage, no problems with the
gear box, differential or drive line.

CONCESSIONAL VEHICLE LICENCES

$750
$39
000

Warwick Jones wambjones@bigpond.com 0407 452 910
FOR SALE

Steering Wheel

15” SAAS wood grain with boss kit to suit a MGB and is in

CONCESSIONAL
VEHICLE LICENCES
excellent condition.
Daniel Leary danielnleary@outlook.com 0439 694 820
WANTED

$750
$130

MGB Manifold

I am after an exhaust manifold and down pipe or extractors/

CONCESSIONAL
VEHICLE
LICENCES
headers to allow me
to fit twin SU's
to my 1977 rubber nose
MGB.

Peter Smythe pjsmythe54@gmail.com 0417 927 544
FOR SALE
1979

$750
Negotiable

MG Midget
Denmark

Fully restored 1979 Midget 1500. New Bodyshell. Reconditioned

CONCESSIONAL
VEHICLE
LICENCES
Engine/Gearbox/Axle.
Numerous
upgrades. Documentation file.
Registered 2016. 3,000km since.

Roger Spiers roger.steven.spiers@gmail.com 0478783785

$750
$39
990
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